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Abstract 

This research spots the light on the children burials in ancient Egypt. Thus, the researcher investigates the common 
reasons of the children death. The highest death rate of all was in the first few days, rather less when averaged over a 
month and still lower for the first year. Usually the dead children were those who were weak or sick or had congenital 
defects and deformities. The death can be caused also by discarding the infants. It seems that the percentage of children 
burials increased during the Graeco-Roman period. The researcher discusses also the different types of children burials 
appeared throughout the periods of ancient Egypt, either that of the infants or the children. The burial could be done in 
cemeteries after being placed inside pottery jars, coffins, baskets, or boxes. Others were buried under the floor of the 
houses. In the Graeco-Roman period, evidences proved that the children were also cremated. As for the procedures 
taken for taking care of the children corpses till they reach their graves; it seems that they were treated such as the 
adults. 
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The causes of children death in ancient Egypt 

The ancient Egyptians took care of their children. The family was very keen on providing the child with his needs: 
food, play, education. The ancient Egyptians were encouraged to have as many children as they can. Some families 
were very proud to have 10 or 15 children. This is normal in the Egyptian agricultural society, where more children 
mean more participants in the labour markets that could help the family economically. There are many scenes that show 
the children helping their families in the field work. Other reasons can be related to the religious concepts in which the 
happiness of the netherworld depends on the child that will execute the funerary rituals for his father.1 This habit 
continued in the Graeco-Roman period. Therefore, it is normal to find an increase in the death-rate among the children. 
This can be confirmed by the census that reached us from the Roman period from the Fayoum region, Oxyrhynchite 
nome and Ptolemias that refer to relatively large numbers of children in most households and significant age gaps 
between them. The large gaps between ages could be the result of other children who had died.2 

Therefore, the parents were very keen on ensuring the survival of their offspring, and many sought magical 
practices to guarantee their children’s safety. Amulets used to be worn by the children to destroy or ward off dangerous 
spirits. Spoken magic was also recited at the crucial moments. There were spells to protect the newly born from being 
stolen by demons in the night.3 Even the foetus was considered a living being, and protection for the unborn was an 
important requirement. Therefore, protection was asked from the gods to the women during their pregnancy and 
childbirth.4 This can be confirmed by the hymns mentioned in the Papyrus of Ani where we can read: “Don’t say: I’m 
too young for you revises me. You don’t know (the time of) your death. Death comes, it dominates the child who is in 
the bosom of his mother, as one who made old”.5 

The death-rate was highest of all in the first few days, rather less when averaged over a month and still lower 
for the first year. Statistics estimate that 20% of the newborns die during the first year of life and 30 % of them didn’t 
survive the first five years.6 Usually the dead children were those who were weak or sick or had congenital defects and 
deformities. The researches that were done on the children skeletons, dents, and tissues indicated evidences of 
congenital conditions (i.e: Spina bifida occulta, Anencephaly, Osteogenesis imperfecta), Porotic hyperostosis, 
nonspecific infection, dental pathology, Cancer and trauma.7  

The researcher notices also that the children above one year died more frequently in the Graeco-Roman era 
than in the Pharaonic period. The reason could be related to the change occurred in the state; during the Pharaonic 
period the economical and the medical status was secured, while in the Graeco-Roman period, the country passed 
through many revolutions and wars that affected the status of the country and led to poverty. As long as the children of 
than age were no more breast-fed, the poverty could affect the ability of the family to secure enough food for their 
children. This of course led to the increase in the death-rate of the children.  This can be confirmed by the team that 
worked in examining the cemetery of Abu Sir who discovered that children of three to four years died more frequently 
than younger ones. Moreover, the researches that were done on the children burials at Kellis 2 (Dakhla) proved that 70 
% of the children suffered from porotic hyperostosis that was caused by deficiency anaemia.8 Some scholars wrote 



 

 

about the infanticide in ancient Egypt during the Graeco-Roman period, based on a letter of a man named Hilarion to 
his wife Alice, dates back to the 1st century BC (reign of Augustus): 

“Know that I am still in Alexandria.... I ask and beg you to take good care of our baby son, and as soon as I received 
payment I shall send it up to you. If you are delivered (before I come home), if it is a boy keep it, if a girl, cast it out.”9 
Έ ν πο  πο ών , Έ ν ν ενον ε , Έ ν ν εα βα ε.10 

The scholars interpreted this word βα ε  as an evidence to the practice of infanticide in ancient Egypt. 
However, the word ― βα ε‖ couldn’t mean kill but expose or discard. During the discarding, the infant could be 
exposed to death, or could be rescued by a family that would adopt him or raised up to be a slave. Discarding the 
children was not practiced by the Egyptians during the Pharaonic period. However, This practice was common in 
Greece; Posidippus (a Greek poet) wrote about the Greece community saying: ―Everyone, even a poor man, raises a 
son; everyone, even a rich man exposes a daughter‖.11 The Greek community didn’t prefer the female gender; therefore 
they used to expose their female offspring.  

It seems that this practice entered Egypt by the Greeks during the Graeco-Roman period. This can be 
confirmed by the documents such as the contracts made for the wet-nursing of foundlings (originally the discarded 
infants) date back to the first Augustan period.12 Investigating these documents revealed that all of them came from 
cities inhabited by the Greeks (Alexandria, Oxyrnchus, Arsinoite nome). As for the reason of the discarding, it could be 
related to the bad economic status. In this case they chose the female one to be discarded.13 The census that reached us 
from the Ptolemaic and the Roman periods revealed extreme gender imbalance in the Greek families where males 
greatly predominate over females.14 This imbalance could be due to the exposure of females. Moreover, the end of a 
marriage could also be a reason. In a papyrus from Alexandria, 1st century BC, a pregnant woman whose marriage was 
annulled granted permission to expose her baby.15 It’s notable also that all the discarding documents date back to the 
Ptolemaic era and the first two centuries of the Roman rule. Later on, mentioning the infant exposure disappeared. This 
could be due to the Roman law that prohibited the act of the exposure. However, when this practice entered the land of 
Egypt it was considered unethically. There is an inscription dated back to the 1st century BC mentioned a law from the 
city of Ptolemais (a Greek city established by Ptolemy I). The law demanded a period of purification before entering a 
temple after suffering personal misfortune, or after sexual intercourse, menstruation, child-birth, abortion, or child 
exposure.16  

 “Men who enter into the (sanctuary) must wait to be pure in accordance with the following: 
............................., and if she exposes (the child), fourteen.  

The researcher wants to emphasize here that the native Egyptians didn’t practice the discarding during the 
Graeco-Roman period, as this practice continued to be adopted by the foreigners. This can be emphasized by the 
commentaries of Diodorus Sicilus who visited Egypt nearly at the same time (1st century BC). These commentaries 
emphasized that the Egyptians was very keen on taking care of their children and never discard them as it used to be 
happened in Greece. The census that revealed the gender imbalance in the Greek families (mentioned before) revealed 
also a gender balance in the villages predominantly inhabited by native Egyptians. In the archive of Dryton and 
Apollonia that contains papyri date back to 176-175 BC, and came from the city of Pathyris (Gebelein, Thebes) the 
researcher found that Dryton (the Greek man) married an Egyptian woman called Senmothis (Apollonia). In one of the 
papyri, we knew that Apollonia got five daughters from Dryton, and they were all kept and were raised which follows 
the Egyptian custom of no infant discarding regardless of money or gender. 

The children burial in ancient Egypt: 

Ironically, the oldest human grave so far discovered in Egypt is that of a child. The grave was discovered in 1994 at 
Taramsa Hill (near Qena in Upper Egypt, located near the modern site of the temple of Hathor at Dendara). It contained 
the skeleton of a child between 8 and 10 years, buried about 55,000 years ago (Middle Paleolithic age).  The child 
found sitting against the wall of a shallow pit, its face skyward, legs pulled up, left arm on its hip and right arm behind 
its back (Pl. 1).17 

The pre-dynastic period provided us with cemeteries intended for the children. This was found at Adaima (8 
km south of Esna) precisely the eastern cemetery that contains 60 graves. The southern part of this cemetery contained 
only children’s graves dating to the Naqada period (4th millennium BC).18 The percentage of the children graves in this 
cemetery is 87 %. Most of the dead children varied in age from six months to 9 years.19 However, most of the burials 
belonged to children from 0 to 4 years. The children were either placed in pottery jars (pl. 2) or buried in pits (Pl. 3-4). 
They were buried in a crouching position.20 It seems that the child mortality here related to a tuberculosis epidemic.21 
Pre-dynastic children burials (4th millennium BC) were found at Riqqa (site between Lisht and Medum at El-Fayoum) 
in an area called Gerzeh where 51 burials of infants and children were found among a total of 249 intact burials.22 12 
children burial among 43 tombs were found at El-Omari cemetery that date back to 5000-3800 BC.23 The children in 
the pre-dynastic period were either placed inside pottery jars or inside coffins. The researcher classifies the way of 
burial into two main categories depending on the age of the dead child, as the researcher notices a difference in the way 
of burial between the infants and the children. 



 

 

Infant burials 

It seems that the foetuses (aged from pregnancy period till birth) and infants (aged from around birth to the first year of 
life) used to be buried after being placed in clay vessels, decorated or undecorated. These jars were common domestic, 
not originally created for a funerary purpose. They could bear engraved marks which may have indicated the name of 
the child’s family and not the infant name. It seems that the new-born weren’t named by their family as the probability 
of his death was high. This can be confirmed by the commentary of Aristote (4th century BC): “the majority of deaths in 
infancy occur before the child is a week old, hence it is customary to name the child at that age, for a belief that it has 
now a better chance of survival”.24 sometimes the infant was buried in round or oval baskets. These baskets could be 
re-used or fish baskets, simply tied at the two ends. Others were buried in boxes and chests, either re-used ones or 
designed specifically for the funerary context. Scarcely, we found infants buried in coffins, because this type is 
expensive.25 It seems that the different types of burials depended on the wealth of the family.  

The infant burials in pottery vases were known in Egypt since the pre-dynastic period, as this type of burial 
was common for the adults as well as children.26 At that time the infants were buried within the settlements. This can be 
found at the V millennium settlements of el-Omari and Merimde Beni-Salame (south Cairo). In IV millennium, in 
Upper and Lower Egypt infants were buried in settlements sometimes in pots at Badari and Ballas, Adaima and 
Maadi.27  At Maadi, 55 infants were found buried inside the settlement. However, the researcher wants to point out that 
burying inside the settlements were not limited for infants as adults were found buried there too.28 Thus the researcher 
can assume that this practice was a common habit at that time. 

The Old Kingdom provided us with four infants found inside Amphorae in the mastaba of Ima-Pepi at the 
village of Balat in the Dakhla Oasis (cemetery of Qila El-Daba) (Pl. 5). Those infants were probably members of the 
family of that officer. This explains the reason of finding them buried in his mastaba.29 Two infants buried in amphora 
(b5, b17) were found at the same village of Balat, but near the area of the governor’s palace (Ain Aseel). They date 
back to the end of the Old Kingdom or the beginning of the 1st intermediate period.30 

Such burials were also found at Abydos and date back to the first intermediate period – Middle kingdom. The 
burials were found in pots or shallow pits in disused rooms of houses or under the house floors (Pl. 6). The houses were 
equally of the elite and poorer levels of Society.31 Petrie found wooden boxes buried beneath the floors of many of the 
houses in the village that he found at Lahun (Fayoum) and dates back to the Middle kingdom. When opened, they were 
found to contain the skeletons of infants, sometimes two or three in a box, and aged only a few months at death. At Tell 
el-Dabaa (ancient Avaris, eastern Delta) jar burials of babies have been found in the settlement located next to walls and 
in corners‖.32  

The New kingdom provided us with a cemetery where the infant burials cover nearly 50 % (13 infant burials 
out of 28 burials); it is the eastern cemetery at Deir El-Madineh (Pl. 7). This region was a mass of small pits, circular, 
square, or rectangular cut 40-90 cm deep into the rock without any internal or external masonry. Infants, neonates, 
foetuses were found buried in amphorae, baskets or boxes. The holes were filled with sand, pebbles, and a few large 
stones to cover them and prevent hyenas and jackals from disturbing the burials.33 For example, burial DX1 was a 
basket burial containing an infant body wrapped in linen, above which was placed a decorated pot containing vegetable 
matter. To the north of the basket was another vessel with resin inside and a cup with a black rim. Burial DX2 
contained another basket with the body of an infant wrapped in linen but without grave goods. Burial DX3 was unusual 
as it contained two wooden boxes with two statues and grave goods. This could indicate the burial of a twin.34 

Some infant boxes from Deir El-Madineh were found buried under house floors within the settlement 
enclosure, namely under the house walls of SE VI, in the south-western corner of the village, and in the north-eastern 
sector of the settlement.35 Other sites of approximately the same period reveal a high degree of infant mortality at the 
northern cemetery of Gurob (El-Fayoum), Matmar and Mostagedda (near Asyut). The researches calculate 50 % of the 
276 graves at Gurob, 48 % of the 233 at Matmar, and 42 % of the 31 burials at Mostagedda contained the burials of 
infants.36 Infant burials within pottery jars were found in the New Kingdom cemetery of Kom El-Hisn.37 The same 
burials were found in the necropolis of Saft el-Henneh, whose graves dates back from the 18th dynasty till the Roman 
era.38 

Two female infants were found buried inside the tomb of Tutankhamun in the so-called ―Treasury room‖ (Pl. 
8). The age of the first is nearly four months. The arms were placed alongside the body. It seems that there is no process 
of evisceration. The age of the second infant is about seven or eight months. The body here had been eviscerated. The 
two infants were placed in a double wooden coffin inside an anthropoid sarcophagus. Those infants could be the 
children of the royal couple Tutankhamun and Ankhesenamun. The X-ray examinations occurred in 1979, revealed 
skeletal anomalies; scoliosis, spina bifida, and Sprengel’s deformity of the scapula that could be the reason of death.39  

The New discovery occurred in 2014 in the Valley of the Kings by the team of the University of Basel, 
revealed Tomb KV40 that dates back to the reign of Tuthmosis IV. It appears that this tomb served as burial place for 
people of the royal family, for both children and adult. Several new-borns were found mummified.40 Similar burials 
were found in tomb KV 44.41  



 

 

The excavations occurred inside the tomb of Sennefer (tomb 1159) in the western cemetery of Deir El-
Madinah, revealed the burying of an infant inside a box after being wrapped.42  The tomb of Sennedjem also at Deir 
El—Madineh (19th dynasty) revealed 20 bodies in addition to the tomb owner and his children. Among these bodies are 
three infants who were identified as members of the next generation.43 It seems that the case of the infants here and that 
of Tutankhamun’s tomb, are the only one found buried inside the tomb of their families. As long as the workmen 
Sennefer was thought to be a contemporary to Tutankhamun, the researcher can assume that during the reign of this 
king, a new custom appeared which is considering the infant as being an individual and treating his body as that of an 
adult who is preferred to be buried in the tomb of his parents to take advantage of the tomb scenes that would help him 
in crossing to the Neither world. It seems that this concept continued to appear later in the New Kingdom such as the 
case of the tomb of Sennedjem at Deir El-Madineh.  

In 1992, an archaeological mission found an amphora in the section of the funerary complexes of the royal 
wives of Pepi I, precisely near the entrance of the complex of queen Ineneki / Inti. The amphora contained a skeleton of 
an infant of nearly six months, and inscribed with three demotic inscriptions. The Amphora dates back to the Persian 
period.44  

As for the Graeco-Roman period, 81 Infant burials were found in the cemetery of Gabbari at Alexandria. 13 
burials date back to the Hellenistic period while the rest (68 burials) date back to the Late Roman period. The infants 
were buried inside amphora and either buried in simple pits or inside the loculi. Sometimes two infants were found 
buried in the same Amphora; other times an infant and a child. In this last case the child was placed first followed by 
the infant. The researches made on such burials suggest contemporary burial.  the infant could also be just buried in the 
ground. A mummified infant was found buried in one of the graves revealed in the cemetery (Pl. 9). One of the graves 
revealed the burial of an adult accompanied by an infant in the same grave (Pl. 10).45 Infant burials were found in the 
two cemeteries of Kellis (Ismant el-Kharab) at Dakhla Oasis that date to the 1st – 4th century AD (Pl. 11). Intramural 
burials within the settlements of the city were also found. Among the graves of Kellis 1 only 10 % belonged to infants. 
Among the 137 graves of Kellis 2, 67 % belonged to infants and foetuses.46 Some of those infants were placed next to 
the legs of female adults in the same graves or in their own graves.47 Some of the graves here were covered with a mud-
brick mastaba superstructure.  

Excavations of the settlement at Qasr Ibrim produced several intramural infant burials, most recently under the 
floors of a fourth-century AD building.48  

In the modern age, in the village of Tebtunis (Fayoum), precisely in the area of the byzantine and the Arabic village, 
around 100 tombs were found date back to the 8th – 9th century AD. Most of these tombs intended for newborns and 
children. the newborns were wrapped in a piece of cloth and were buried directly in the sand or placed in Amphorae; 
while other children were lying on a stretcher made of stems of palm leaf and wrapped in a shroud or a mat. Few were 
placed in coffins.49  It seems here that the inhabitants of this modern village adopted the old tradition in burying the 
children.  

After displaying all infant burials found starting from the pre-dynastic era till the Graeco-Roman period, the 
researcher notices that all of the infant burials that date back the Pharaonic period were found inside cemeteries, except 
for the cases of the intramural pre-dynastic burials, 1st Intermediate - Middle kingdom burials at Lahun, Abydos, 
Avaris, the 18th dynasty burials at Deir El-Medineh, and the burials of Kellis and Qasr Ibrim from the Roman era. Here 
rises a question: was the intramural burial a habit adopted by the Egyptians?  The researcher refuses this probability. 
Although the intramural burial in ancient Egypt can be traced back to the 5th – 4th millennium BC; there are infant 
burials in cemeteries date back to the same previous period such as that of Adaima, and Riqqa. Thus, it seems that in the 
same period, some buried their infants within the settlements and others buried them in graves inside the cemeteries.  

It’s worth mentioning that the intramural burials were first appeared in Greece during the Bronze Age. This 
practise represents the desire for the soul of the child to return to the mother in the form of another child. Later, this 
custom spread in the Near East, as it appeared in Syria during the 10th Millennium BC. Through the late 6th millennium 
right down to the 1st millennium BC, burial within settlement beneath house floors, usually of infants and children 
appears to be a rule in Mesopotamia and the Near eastern cities.50 Evidences proved that Egypt during the pre-dynastic 
period witnessed migrations from the Near Eastern, Mesopotamian and Mediterranean people. The Neolithic 
settlements that covered Egypt proved this migration. Around 3500 BC close trade contacts existed between south 
Canaan and the Egyptian culture, followed by settlements of these people in each other’s cultural area.51 Thus, the 
researcher assumes that the intramural burials that appeared in the pre-dynastic Egypt belonged to the foreigners that 
inhabited Egypt and not the Egyptians. 

The same can be applied to the burials of Avaris, as it was the capital of the Hyksos who came from the Near 
Eastern cities. In this city, Asiatic workers were involved in the Household. There was also a presence of foreign 
residents in the pyramid workmen’s town of Lahun. Legal papyri and temple lists show that Asiatics were employed at 
building works in the temples and in domestic service. It’s also possible that a group of Minoan workmen (from Crete) 
may have been employed on the construction of the Lahun pyramid or engaged in producing goods for the royal 
funerary treasures. Other workers may have come from Cyprus and were responsible for the presence of the foreign 



 

 

ware found in the city. Thus, the immigrants at Lahun were either traders who decided to stay and settle, or artisans 
whose skills were welcomed, or those who brought to Egypt as prisoners of war.  

The same thing could be applied also on the workmen village at Deir El-Madineh. Scholars proved that the 
prominent part of the population included foreigners from Mycenae to Persia.52 There were also Evidences on the 
existence of foreigners at Abydos; as some Cretan pottery manufacture was found there.53 The researcher here assumes 
that the dead children buried under the house’s floor in Egypt were offspring of the Greeks who lived in these 
settlements.  

Astonishing is not finding these intramural burials in Egypt during the Ptolemaic period precisely in the cities 
inhabited by the Greeks such as Alexandria, Naucratis, Ptolemais, El-Fayoum; especially that this practice was very 
common in Greece at that time (starting from the late classical till the late Hellenistic era).54 Probably the 
archaeological evidences will prove this practice one day. This habit re-appeared in the evidences that date back to the 
Roman era, this could be due to the spread of this habit in the whole Roman world.  

Child burial 

As for the child (aged from one to 14 years of age)55, he used to be buried in graves either directly in the sand or inside 
coffins. Rarely do we find children placed inside pottery containers (cases found in the children burials in the cemetery 
of Gabbari at Alexandria); as this habit appeared in the Roman era and exceeded in the Late Roman period.56  

The number of the graves that carried the bodies of the young children is few during the Pharaonic period. For 
example, in the 1st – 2nd dynasty cemetery at Abydos, children account for only one grave in seven. The excavation 
occurred in the cemetery of Teti at Saqqara (Old Kingdom) revealed only 13 children burials out of a total 106 burials. 
Some of these children were found buried in the same grave of their mothers.57 Ten child burials were recorded in the 
whole Middle kingdom cemeteries of Haraga (at the edge of the western desert near the entrance to the Fayoum) out of 
nearly 230 burials (Pl. 12).58  Few child burials were found in the Middle Kingdom cemetery at Abydos.59 Five 
Children graves were found near the governor’s palace in the village of Balat – Dakhla Oasis (Ain Aseel). The burials 
date back to the end of the New kingdom or the beginning of the 1st intermediate period.60  Five children (1-7 years) 
graves out of 18 were found at Qaret al-Toub at Baharyia Oasis, and date back to the third intermediate period.61 There 
is also the cemetery of Qars Allam at Bahariya Oasis (Late or Ptolemaic period) where nearly most of the tombs 
belonged to children who were buried accompanied with dogs, a habit that has never been witnessed in other sites.62   
The excavation that was carried out by the Louvre museum at Saqqara revealed the existence of a Late-period cemetery 
just south-east of the Complex of king Djoser, in the area that surrounded the mastaba of Akhenhetep. 22 graves were 
found, 9 of them belonged to children. The children here were mummified and placed in anthropoid coffins.63 During 
the late period, a chamber inside the funerary complex of Pepy-ankh, at the south of Saqqara was reused as a funerary 
chamber where a child (2 – 4 years) was found buried in pit (No. 1181). The child could be died because of meningitis 
or Scorbut.64 There is also the cemetery of Qasr Allam at Bahariya Oasis where nearly most of the tombs belonged to 
children. the tombs here date back from the Late period till the Roman era.65  

It seems that the percentage of children burials increased during the Graeco-Roman period; at the secondary 
cemetery of Abusir (Late to Ptolemaic Periods) the proportion is 50 per cent. At the Wadi Qitna burial site in Nubia 
(3rd to 5th centuries AD) 43 per cent of all mounds were found to cover the remains of young children. At the cemetery 
of Gabbari at Alexandria, children burials covered 41% of the total 612 burials revealed (apart from the 81 infant 
burials mentioned before).66 The cemetery of Kellis 2 (now Ismant El-Kharab) at Dakhla Oasis (Late Roman – early 
Christian period) has revealed the exceptionally well-preserved remains of 635 individuals, approximately 61% of 
which represent the remains of infants and children.  

It’s worth mentioning also that the children in the Greco-Roman Egypt were not only found buried inside their 
coffins in a grave, as some of them were found buried inside the Loculi. Examples can be seen in the excavations 
carried in the Tombs at Marina El-Alamein where children burials in Loculi were found (Pl.13).67 The same appeared in 
the burials of the cemetery of El-Gabbari, west of Alexandria that dates back from the 3rd century BC till the 7th century 
AD; where children were found buried inside the underground loculi (Pl. 14) and vaults. Among the 251 children 
burials that were found in this cemetery, only 23 belonged to the Hellenistic period while the rest date back to the 
Roman era (precisely the late period). The Children in these tombs were either buried in coffins, in Amphorae (Pl. 15) 
(the maximum age for a child to be placed in an amphora is 15 months), or inside sarcophagi. They were also either 
buried alone or accompanied by adults in the same tomb.68 

Preparing the dead child 

 It seems that the children were lamented in the same way of the adults. This can be confirmed by the speech of 
Thothrekh, son of Petosiris (4th century BC): 

Who hears my speech, his heart will grieve for it, 
For I am a small child snatched by force, 
Abridged in years as an innocent one, 



 

 

Snatched quickly as a little one, 
Like a man carried off by sleep. 
I was a youngster of /// years, 
When taken to the city of eternity, 
To the abode of the perfect souls; 
I therefore reached the Lord of Gods, 
Without having had my share. 
I was rich in friends, 
All the men of my town, 
Not one of them could protect me! 
All the town's people, men and women, 
Lamented very greatly, 
Because they saw what happened to me, 
For they esteemed me much. 
All my friends mourned for me, 
Father and Mother implored Death; 
My brothers, they were head-on-knee,  
Since I reached this land of deprivation.69 

No evidences revealed the attention paid to the funeral of the children except for The representation of a 
child’s funeral found engraved on the wall of the royal tomb at Tell El-Amarna (18th dynasty) (Pl.16) , where we can 
see the royal couple Akhenaten and Nefertiti laments their dead daughter Maketaten who probably died at the age of 14. 
In this scene we can find the royal couple gathered in front of the statue of the dead daughter that stands on a dais, 
followed by group of men and women lament the dead daughter. In the tomb itself there are fragments of a sarcophagus 
with small dimensions that confirms the dead of the young princess. 70 There is also the funerary stela of a child called 
Merysekhmet (18th dyn.) and preserved in the British Museum (Inv. 1853,0822.4). The stela represents a child on the 
lap of her mother accompanied by a text dedicated to the memory of the child (Pl.17) .71 

As for treating the corpse itself, Rich families had their little ones embalmed. Cases can be seen in the mummy 
of prince Sipaari, who died at the age of 5. His mummy was found inside a wooden anthropoid coffin discovered in the 
Cacehtte of Deir el-Bahari. The exterior part of the coffin inscribed with the name of the prince (Pl. 18).72  

Astonishing is to find mummies of infants despite of their fragile body. This can be noticed in the two 
mummies found at Tutankhamun’s Tomb where the examination emphasized the evisceration process on one of the 
mummies. It seems that the body of the other infant was very fragile to be eviscerated. There is also another infant 
mummy was examined by the Manchester Museum team (No. 3496). The mummy dates back to the 18th dynasty (New 
Kingdom) and was found at Gurob. The examination revealed that the infant was just less than three months of age. He 
is in fair state of preservation apart from the disruption of head, neck, and upper Thorax. The arms were extended with 
hands pronated over iliac fossae. Infant was wrapped in opaque material or bandages within reeds.  

According to the examinations that occurred on the children mummies, it seems that the mummification was 
made in the same way of the adult. The examination occurred on three child mummies found at Hawara, preserved in 
the Manchester museum and date back to the Roman period (No. 9319, 2109, 1769) revealed that the children average 
age is from two to three years. The arms are extended and pronated over thighs. No trace of incision found on the 
abdomen which reveals that the viscera were not extracted in the usual way. On the third mummy there is evidence of 
extracting carnial contents through the left nostril.73 Another examination was done on a child mummy preserved in the 
Pennsylvania University Museum (PUM IV) revealed an evisceration per ano but the brain had not been removed. The 
child’s age was estimated to be eight years, and date back to the 1st century AD.74 The mummies were then wrapped in 
linen, covered with a layer of plaster and decorated with polychrome motifs.  

Bodies of poor children were protected only by linen wrappings or palm-frond mats. The child’s body used 
also to be adorned with pearl, coral or shell necklaces, rings, bracelets, ankle-bands. The body was then buried in pits 
either in a fetal position or the semi-fetal position: on his back, legs bent and arms extended or simply the body was 
extended. The graves of the children found in the Kellis 2 cemetery at Dakhla Oasis, revealed that the bodies are placed 
on their back in the grave with the head to the west and feet to the east, and with the arms to the sides or over the pelvic 
region. The remains are typically wrapped in linen shrouds and are bound by linen cords. At times, a coarse gravel of 
red clay was placed beneath the body, a practice that appears to be more prevalent in juvenile than in adult burials.75 
Sometimes the child was placed firstly inside an amphorae, this case appeared mostly in the burial of infants. Other 
times, the child was placed inside a coffin. Using the coffins in children burial started to appear in the IV millennium 
BC and continued to be used along the ancient Egyptian history. Chests and baskets are also used in preserving the 
child corpse. 

During the Graeco-Roman era, burying the children was done in the same way that was used in the Pharaonic 
period. However, we can see the Greek influence in the burial. In one of the children graves that was revealed in the 



 

 

cemetery of Gabbari at Alexandria, a child of 4 years was found buried and date back to the Hellenistic period. A wall 
of stucco was found in the grave painted with the Gorgon head, the symbol of protection. Thus, the family here was 
keen on protecting the child from the evil spirits and protect the grave against robbery. The child himself was 
ornamented in the same way that the adult used to be ornament, as marks indicate that he used to wear a crown of a 
garland. Another child was found accompanied by the coins of Charon who will transfer the body across the river to the 
Neither world.76  The examinations that were done on the urns from Alexandria revealed the practice of the cremation 
on the corpses of the children. It seems that this habit was limited in use to the Greeks. 

After preparing the child corpse it was placed inside pottery jars, as happened occasionally with the foetuses 
and new-borns. None bears an inscription that inform about the identity of the deceased. Some of these jars contained 
only bloody towels or placenta. Sometimes these jars were decorated. The child corpse could also be placed in baskets 
either new or reused. Sometimes when the body was larger than the basket, a hole is cut to let out feet(Pl. 19).Children 
were found also buried inside reused boxes, rectangular with flat bottom and mounted on four legs, and with a lid 
hinged on one side. They were sometimes painted inside and out in white, yellow, or pink (Pl. 20). Children were also 
found placed inside wooden coffins which appeared in its simple shape and also in its anthropoid shape. The grave used 
to contain also funerary objects such as vessels that used to hold food, toys such as dolls and sometimes furniture such 
as stools. 

Conclusion 

- The death-rate of the children in ancient Egypt was high because of the number of children given birth by the 
same mother. 

- The highest death rate of all was in the first few days, rather less when averaged over a month and still lower for 
the first year. Therefore, the parents were very keen on protecting their offspring with magic charms and amulets. 

- Usually the dead children were those who were weak or sick or had congenital defects and deformities as 
confirmed through the pathological investigations that were carried on the remains of the children.  

- The poverty can also be a reason of death. It’s notable that during the Pharaonic period the economical and the 
medical status was secured, while in the Graeco-Roman period, the country passed through many revolutions and 
wars that affected the status of the country and led to the poverty. This affected the children that were no longer 
breast-fed but need food. Therefore, the percentage of the children death in Greco-Roman Egypt is more than that 
of the Pharaonic period. 

- The death can be caused also by discarding the infants, a habit that entered the land of Egypt during the Graeco-
Roman period. The reason of this practice was the bad economics of the state. This practice was limited to the 
Greeks and Romans lived in Egypt. However, it was considered unethically. 

- The oldest grave found in Egypt was that of a child in the Taramsa hill.  

- Excavations revealed cemeteries intended for the children burials, they are: the cemetery of Adaima (pre-dynastic 
period), eastern cemetery of Deir El-Madineh (New Kingdom), cemetery of Kellis 2 at Kharga (Roman period). 

- The way of burying infants in ancient Egypt differs from that of a child. 

- The infant used to be buried inside the graves after being placed inside pottery jars, coffins, baskets, or boxes. 

- The funeral containers that hold the remains of the infants weren’t inscribed with the name of the infant but rather 
his family. It seems that the new-born weren’t named by their family as the probability of his death was high. 

- All the infant burials were found inside the cemeteries except of intramural infant burials found at the pre-dynastic 
burials, 1st Intermediate - Middle kingdom burials at Lahun, Abydos, Avaris, the 18th dynasty burials at Deir El-
Medineh, and the burials of Kellis and Qasr Ibrim from the Roman era. The researcher assumes that this practice 
was done by the foreigners inhabited these places. 

- All the infants were buried inside jars in their own tombs either they were from the public or royals, except for 
those infants found in the tomb of Tutankhamun, the tomb of Sennefer at Deir El-Madineh, and the tomb of 
Sennedjem  at Deir El-Madineh who were buried in the same tomb of their parents. It seems that this custom was 
new and appeared in the reign of Tutankhamun and continued till the 19th dynasty. 

- The royal infants were mummified as long as it was possible depending on the size of the body.   

- The researcher assumes that the infants who were found placed next to the legs of their mothers were probably 
died with his mother during the childbirth.  

- It seems that the habit of burying the infants inside amphorae continued to be adopted by some modern villagers, 
as could be seen in the modern cemetery of Tebtunis, Fayoum. 



 

 

- The children above one year were used to be buried in graves either directly in the sand or inside coffins. Rarely 
do we find children placed inside pottery containers; this habit appeared in the Roman era and exceeded in the 
Late Roman period. 

- The number of the graves that carried the bodies of the young children is few during the Pharaonic period. It 
seems that the percentage of children burials increased during the Graeco-Roman period.  

- During the Graeco-Roman era, the children were buried inside Loculi. 

- No evidences revealed the attention paid to the children funeral except for the scene depicting the funeral of the 
daughter of Akhenaten and the stela of Merysekhmet. 

- The rich people used to mummify their children and sometimes also the infants; while the public wrapped their 
children in linen and placed them directly in the grave. 

- The children were also cremated during the Greco-Roman period in the Greek cities.  

- The children grave used to be occupied by some funerary objects.  
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Pl. 1: Earliest child skeleton, Taramsa 
Middle Paleolithic age, After: Van Peer P. et ali, 2010. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PL. 2: Child buried in pottery jar, Adaima Naqada period, After: É. CRUBÉZY, 2005 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 

Pl. 3: Child buried in pit, Adaima  Naqada period, After: É. CRUBÉZY, 2005. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Pl. 4: Child buried in a coffin, Adaima 

Naqada period, After: É. CRUBÉZY, 2005. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pl. 5                                                                 Pl. 6 
Infant burial ,the mastaba of Ima-Pepi                     intramural infant burial 

                                                Old Kingdom                                     Abydos, 1st intermediate – Middle Kingdom 
After: Minault-Gout A., 1992.                                After: Adams M., 1992 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pl. 7: Deir el-Madineh infant cemetery 
New Kingdom 

After: Bruyere B.,1937 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pl. 8: Two Infant mummies, tomb of Tutankhamun, New Kingdom 
After: Leek F., “The human remains from the tomb of Tutankhamun”, Oxford, 1972, Pl. XXIII, XXIV) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pl. 9: Mummified infant buried in Sector 1 in the cemetery of Gabbari, Alexandria 
After: Nenna M-D., 2012. 
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Pl. 10: Double burial of an adult and a child, grave in Sector III, 

cemetery of Gabbari, Alexandria, Graeco-Roman era 
After: Nenna M-D., 2012. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Pl. 11 

- 4.6 % Foetuses 
- 30% infants 

- 12 % children 
After: Wheeler S. Et ali, 2013 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Pl. 12                                                                             Pl. 13 

Child buried in a wooden coffin, Harageh           Child burial in Loculus, Marina 
Middle Kingdom                                                         Graeco-Roman era 

After: Engelbach, 1923, Pl VI                                 After: Daszewski W.A, 2005 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Pl. 14 
wall with four loculi intended for children 

Gabbari cemetery, Alexandria 
After: Nenna M-D., 2012. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pl. 15 
child inside an Amphora, Gabbari 

cemetery 
5th century AD 

After: Nenna M-D., 2012 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Pl. 16: Mourning of Akenaton’s daughter 
New Kingdom 

After: Gabolde M., 1998 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pl. 17 
Child funerary stela, 18th dyn. 

British Museum 
After: Robins G., 1994-1995. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Pl. 18: Coffin of prince Sipaari, 18th dyn., 

After: Eliot-Smith G., 1912, Pl. XIX 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pl. 19 
Examples of baskets used in burying children, cemetery of Deir el-Madineh, 

After: B.Bruyere, “Rapport sur les fouilles de Deir el-Madineh, 1933-1934, le necropole de l’Ousest, FIFAO 14, 
Caire, 1937, fig.3) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pl. 20 
Box used in burying child, cemetery of Deir 

el-Madineh, 
After: B.Bruyere, 1937, fig.4 
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 دفنا األطفال فى مصر القديم  

         àî À فى  óاأل ÅÀف  ÁÀÄاس ÆاسßÜحث بÀÄ À ا ك  Þ  .Æ Üي àî ا À فى  óاأل ÇÀ ى Ûف ء ع ò ي ا Äحث ي Êى ÄÉي هÞا ا Æ  ا Üي ا
À óبي األ ÇÀفي ى فÀ ا ÀÊ Àب  . عÀ األ Ü ا ö  ي ع à ا ى  ع À يÛâاÛ فى األيÀ األ óبي األ ÇÀفي عÜ ا كÀ  À ا 

ê À بàÊك فى ا óاأل  ì ÚÊ ß كÀ ا îع فى بعð ا  .ÆيÜجس ÇÀ ا Àاألع Üبأح ÆبÀíا اال ïà òعف ا ا À ا ÄÄس ÀÄÄع سßا
ßÀÚى ف ا À فى ا جث ñع ا  Üبع ÇÀ ÀÄج Üف Ûاخ ا Æ فى ا ث Üف  À ا Êى كÀ يÊ ب عÆ ا Ê àö ا ÀÄحث ايÀò ا À ا É .ÅÀف يÆ فى ا

ى À ي عàî ا Çà فى ا Êى ÷ Æ ا àöي ك ا É أ áÀ É ÀحÈ اñßيÇÀ ا óف األÛ ي ، اÛÀ í أ فى À هى -أ فى أك ى  À à ا
.ح غي ÀÄ Ü ا Æ ع ÜÚÊس Æ ا àöي س ا ÄÊÉ Èع  Àى كÊ À  ا óاأل À ÀيÆ بجث ع ÀÄحث àó ا À ا É À . ك À جث  à ا

 
 

 
 


